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Why are we living? 
           Issue Date:  28 Nov. 2010 

 
This topic is not to explain HOW we are living being the physical and chemical reactions occurring within our specific DNA fleshly 
frame (a function of the human genome) which is merely a platform upon which “Reason” might be exercised – but rather WHY we are 
living, why The World exists as it presently stands and what the future will bring. 
I shall give some early controversial (but absolutely accurate) statements, to be supported by the following inductive logic as I guide 
the reader through the maze of worldly (and thus faulty) reasoning to yield the answers (yes – plural) to the question posed within the 
title. 
I will give the inductive logic in a concise and clearly reasoned manner – rather than verbose waffle given by some academics to bolster 
their semblance of credibility in a discipline based upon uncertainty – where more words are given to enhance the weak nature of their 
argument – I explain this through examples later. 

If an argument is strong – then it requires few words to explain it! 
But sadly when there is much misinformation deeply embedded within society, given by those persons who claim to be knowledgeable 
experts then ‘The Righteous Argument’ must contain more explanation (often containing new concepts which must be carefully 
imbued) in order to carefully unpick the ‘all-to-prevalent errant reasoning’ which has become deeply embedded within present society. 
Please also excuse the forthcoming very long preamble – given only because I need to establish an unshakable bed-rock upon which to 
build – because sadly there is just so much misinformation within The World from vestige interests operating to gain control over your 
mind for their own ends.  This I need to counter through publicity. 
 
All humans start in life with physical capability of varying degrees (= the variety in the DNA based operating frame). 
However humans become who they are by two things acting upon the initially given physical capability:- 

1. External Quantifiable/Measurable input = The Environment => predictive. 
2. Internal Unquantifiable Methodology input to reason through The Environment => reactive. 

Putting to one side in our consideration that the fleshly frame will interact to a certain level with our thought processes (being The 
Quality of Opportunity received), then it must be clearly understood that the DNA as given to us at our conception does not teach us  
how/what  to think; - but rather gives varying mental processing capability for the new entity to use. 
Thus it is The Environment that makes us WHAT we are rather than what is given to us through our DNA at birth. 
This is absolutely true irrespective of the distortions given by the members of deviant vestige interests when they call upon the physical 
evidence to give ‘credence’ to their arguments that it is the (personally) uncontrolled DNA which explains their activities. 
But rather it is the habitual exercise of those areas of the brain during their life that develops the individual’s brain to respond in the 
manner it does under electronic imaging scans of our brains.   

It is rather like arguing the chicken/egg hypothesis – which came first? 
The answer to this is that as a newly born infant we have experienced nothing, but merely have the capability (of varying levels) to 
soak into ourselves “The Environment”, firstly from our parents and then later, from our peers.  In fact we steadily loose neurons and 
initial “presence” connectivity every day of our life, but we are able to make reconnections by how we respond to The Environment 
(being our ‘education’ – of whatever). 

Then it is that ‘indefinable quality’ being how we choose to “Reason” upon The Evidence as given to us by The 
Environment.   

How “we choose” is very often dependent upon a reasoned ‘rational’ explanation through The Evidence given by The Environment, 
and how we receive this reasoned ‘rational’ is given to us by The Environment, but also that indefinable quality of an internal ‘desire to 
search out’ ‘what is correct’ (which could again easily be influenced by The Environment).  This is a very important concept to 
understand because it is a crucial ingredient to answering the title. 
Thus we always seem to return back to The Environment – to determine how we behave and this is utterly crucial to our understanding 
of The Almighty God’s most Righteous Plan as explained in the second half of this essay. 
Therefore our first conclusion:- 

The spread in any one group of humans operating within a  nation/religion  is intrinsically the same as the spread in any 
other group of humans operating under a different  nation/religion. 

But what we perceive viewing from outside a ‘foreign’ group is determined by what The Local Environment has impacted upon them – 
and us; - where in both groupings the specific local environment of each consists of peers and life’s experiences which determine how 
we each behave. 
Thus we can logically reason that if we were born into another group’s environment, then we would be following their customs and 
loyalties – if we choose not to use that indefinable quality to reason outside the prevailing normalities of The Environment. 
Very few humans choose to reason outside the prevailing normalities of The Local Environment (being our peers/experiences) – 
because it becomes lonely and metaphorically very cold being outside ‘The Herd’ – it is safe to hide within The Masses and very 
reassuring – it also means we do not need to think but rather follow ‘The Crowd’ – it is much easier and so less demanding to “move 
with the flow”!   
And further, if we step outside ‘The Crowd’, then we become very conspicuous and subject to whatever those persons with a vestige 
interest choose to level against us – we become as a scapegoat (and could be considered as a martyr) in the furtherance of the aims of 
those persons who wish to personally gain out of The Crowd.   

And this is where we enter the other trait of people within any grouping. 
A few humans choose to become leaders of The Environment – motivated by self-improvement of whatever The World can 
immediately give.   
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These individuals normally have been ‘blessed’ with a good brain which has been trained to interact with The Crowd, promise what 
The Crowd desires (of whatever) so that the leader might personally gain from what The Crowd delivers. 
Obviously these leaders have had the same ‘nationalist’ environment as The Crowd, but they have learnt how to manipulate The Crowd 
using The Laws that govern the local environment to deliver personal benefit. 
The environmental laws are different within different places within The World but the mindset is the same. 
Thus we come to our second conclusion:- 

While the local environment might be different, a special grouping of people with the same mindset will always dominate within 
that local environment through pleasing promises (of whatever) given to The Crowd (wherever) so that they might personally gain 
return from The Crowd. 
In short the common denominator = “they like to control people” and use the required tools to make this possible. 

Clearly in all environments, the leaders (whoever they might be) will always promise ‘The Best’ for The Crowd that they purport to 
represent – being the powerbase upon which they grew (and knew – educated by their local environment). 
Suitable tools used would be (or anything in between):- 

1. Persuasion by argument (though facts may be distorted or utterly missing – but how is The Crowd to know?). 
2. Persuasion by force (in the limit - fear from the loss of life). 

This is what the word “politics” means:- 
“Control over other people” – so that these people might do what the leaders desire by whatever means they choose to use. 

Sadly the leaders who exercise politics – have only their background (being their local environment) to call upon in their mental 
reasoning and thus they make innumerable errors in what they are able to promise and in the execution of their promises. And history 
fully supports what I state here. 

Thus our leaders presently fail “The Crowd” (throughout all time).   
But who else does The Crowd have? 

Presently we have humans who freely choose to exercise power over The Crowd” because they are the persons who vaunt themselves 
into that position for the worldly returns given by that position – else surely they would step-down,  or not put themselves into the 
position of election (if in a democracy) in the first instance. 
We know how many leaders (of whatever worldly regime – from a street gang leader to a world leader) require excessive external force 
to  prise/eject  them out of office – which shows just how much they enjoy whatever that ‘seat of office’ gives to them.  Then once they 
have been prised out of power by some worldly means or other – we have another leader who proceeds to then ‘feather their own nest’ 
(and their cronies) at the expense of The Crowd.   

This is all as history clearly teaches us – it is not an Earth shattering revelation! 
It is just that humans (of The Crowd) do not have the oversight of something external to this process to recognise the existing 
limitations. 

When in The Mire – it is difficult to see a way out. 
It is only a Reasoning Mind outside The Mire that can see The Mire for what it is! 

If your local environment is The Mire – then reasoning outside The Mire is impossible (see “delusion” in glossary)! 
That is why we need The Local Environment not to be of This World that creates the mental reasoning and works that we witness 
within The World throughout its history, but rather The Evidence (of what Jesus Christ [=JC] taught and did) teaches us that we need 
an extraterrestrial environment from which we might extract ourselves out of the present local environment existing during the last 
6000+ years of recorded history. 
The two questions are:- 

Would we (as members of The Crowd), or our leaders desire to seek this different environment and make it our local environment 
from which we might reform our present thought processes? 
Are we presently comfortable with what this present world delivers? 

Because if we are content with our present local environment (especially our leaders assuming their position within it), - then we have 
no driver in which to force a change in ourselves or upon our local environment! 
It is only when we become dissatisfied with our present environment that we become motivated to make a change to a new 
environment. 

But most people do not know what other environments are available! 
They are merely promised the ‘never, never land’ which itself is not correctly taught or acted upon in deed by those who preach the 
such-like. 
The specific people are who teach The Crowd through broken promises are:- 

1. The Political leaders giving their promises for this present world under ‘their term’. 
2. The Religious leaders – of all worldly religions (being all tarred with the precisely same global brush) pretending to offer 

something in ‘the next world’! 
For which both groups of leaders get ‘a return from this present world’ – being what The Crowd give by return for what are to become 
ultimately broken promises!  - By which time both sets of leaders have flown ‘The Nest’ comfortable with their winnings gained from 
The Crowd in this present world! 
Obviously both groups of leaders are competently intelligent enough to ensure The Message is that ‘we get these promises through 
them’ – and thus they become “The Conduit for The Promise” of whatever to occur.   
Therefore we need them and thus we pay in some manner our worldly dues for what is ultimately not delivered!   
There is a word that describes these leaders. 

The word is “Charlatan”. 
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Actually Jesus Christ called them “Hypocrites” (see later) because they claimed to represent The People (being their best interests) – 
where these leaders claimed to be their (public) servants (or ministers) – but in actuality through the demonstrable deeds they are 
presuming themselves Masters over The Crowd upon which to indulge!   
This is just basic hypocrisy! 
As I state throughout this website www.FutureLife.Org – aimed specifically towards our religious leaders; there is absolutely no 
difference in mindset between the leaders of Judaism in the day of Jesus Christ and those leaders of any worldly religion today – the 
worse being the leaders of worldly Christianity because these specific leaders have The Most Accurate Reference Material (from which 
to reform The Mind away from the present worldly environment), but they freely choose to distort The Absolute Truth to suit their own 
self indulgent aims so that it becomes like the ‘assuring’ existing environment they grew up with as a babe! 
As I state - it could be a cult based upon “Fairies at the bottom of your Garden” and yet this cult would still set up its hierarchy as do all 
worldly religions, where leaders of a particular mindset would assume their position in the hierarchy, different names/faces, but the 
common denominator is The Mindset to take whatever specific position within the strata. 
Thus we reason The Religion of whatever has had no effect within the leaders and thus we can deduce it is a false religion sourced by 
The World, being The Mire of The Environment spoken of earlier! 
The point being - leading to our next conclusion:- 

The Religion – sourced by The Environment becomes The Tool upon which a worldly living is made. 
Always beware of weasel words given to defend whatever.   
But rather use ‘The Tool’ that Jesus Christ gave to us for our edification – he stated: 

“You can discern The Tree by observing it fruits.” (Matt.7v16-20, etc). 
The fruits are absolutely not the facade of works presented to public acclaim, but rather the next level down being the upshot of what 
the presented facade delivered.  And this makes interesting analysis upon both the leaders of politics and those of religion – where one 
could not pass a feather between collectively both groupings! 
- Which is why they are always seen ‘in bed with each other’ – irrespective of whatever country is analysed! 
Interestingly, The World comprises of the three legged stool whose legs are “commercial”, “political” and “religious”.   
And we conclude what separates the commercial leaders from the political and religious leaders is that of “hypocrisy”.  The 
Commercial leaders are honest in publically stating they wish to make money (a profit) out of The Public through the service or product 
provided, – however both the political and religious leaders state their aim is to “serve the public” either in this life or for the future life 
(of whatever – but in each case we ‘need’ them to fulfil ‘the promise’), but in actuality (as we witnessed) they (from what their position 
gives) take from The Public more than they give – hence “the hypocrisy” (as stated by JC – Mark.8v15, where “leaven” means 
“hypocrisy”, Luke.12v1)! 
 
Now please let me move to worldly academia being The Source of such material that delivers our ‘worldly successful’ political and 
religious representatives. 
Let me state the declared aim of “Academia”:- 

It is the pursuit of Absolute knowledge. 
This seems a laudable aim – but is it demonstrated by practice? 

What does history teach us? 
And what have I personally witnessed within academia (and undoubtedly practiced throughout) of which I could attest. 

Firstly let me reason upon what is testable.   
“Testable” means that a method can be repeatedly followed by different people upon a set of original conditions and this 
method yields the same result. 

Because something is testable and yields the same set of results, then the result from the initial conditions leads to certainty and thus 
confidence. 
However if something is not ‘testable’ – then different results occur, which delivers variance – termed noise, and thus a lack of 
confidence ensues. 
We can see this variance (hence uncertainty) through spread in the divers disciplines of academia  
We have “physics” at one end – together with “chemistry” delivering very testable results yielding much certainty and very little 
variance - thus successfully iterating to The Absolute Truth in this branch of academia. 
Clearly we have “mathematics” which binds these two aforementioned disciplines together to make a tightly bunched threesome. 
However as we leave the testable area of expertise where “certainty” prevails with little variance, we can run through many disciplines 
reaching “economics” somewhere in the ‘middle’; and as we travel further along, “variance” increases together with further uncertainty 
as we pass through “psychology” and continue further until we hit the other end with “politics” and finally “religion”! 

What does the reader notice about the aforementioned disciplines? 
And how do they group themselves in operation? 

It will be noticed that the very testable academic disciplines yielding consistent results are upon non-human objects. 
But the disciplines of greatest “variance” operate within The Mind. 

The reader might be wondering where this long preamble is taking us – but please be patient – I am still preparing The 
Ground for further intellectual reasoning to “Why we are living”. 

Continuing: 
We reason therefore that it is humans who are being tested and are existing to prove to themselves the result of certain actions and the 
result thereof – because certain proven traits of many humans are:- 

1. Cannot be told – must experience the results before truth can be accepted. 
2. Will always state: “It cannot happen to them”. – Somehow they are specifically immune to whatever. 
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3. Absolutely refuse to accept certain truths are a result of their own actions – always explain it away to be someone else’s fault, 
or the fault of something else occurring. 

4. Will be hostile against any intervention by a concerned third party to genuinely edify their lifestyle. 
5. Prefer to stay within a falsehood rather than admit shamefaced they were wrong/conned in their thinking! 

Please see “delusion” in glossary. 
6. Etc. Generally as The Bible teaches us - Humans are stiff-necked (Ex.33v3,5 Acts.7v51) and foolish (Jer.4v22, 5v4, etc) where 

The Almighty God speaks of those who claim to represent Him (irrespective of those who know nothing)! 
This is what an overseer (of whatever/wherever) must overcome when operating with humans when faced with the enormous task of 
changing The ‘Local’ Environment (globally)! 
Therefore we all are partaking within an experiment - ourselves – proving to ourselves the results of our behaviour upon ourselves and 
upon our fellow man – so that we all might learn over the course of our life in mutual intercourse. 
And globally the results of our behaviour upon our neighbour whom we never see – but still suffering at the hands of the self-indulgent 
with the power to exercise dominion (of whatever/wherever) over others. 
Few examples out of many hundreds to explain what I mean. 

1. Fire a missile and perhaps 100+ unknown people die 50 miles away – most of whom were perhaps innocent! 
2. Global warming – The indulgent few causing affliction upon millions of people on land only ‘1 metre’ above sea level! 
3. Internet fraud – stealing account details of someone in another country. 
4. Fraudulent claims against insurance companies – the cost must be met by the innocents majority. 
5. Fraudulent claims for social benefit – puts additional loading upon those who pay taxes. 
6. Indulgent bonuses given to those who push paper numbers on computers accentuating instability on the futures market (rather 

than stabilising as misleadingly claimed) which devalues money and thus hurts the savers (pensioners) within society. 
7. Our children who must pay for the indebtedness taken on by society’s self-indulgent parents. 
What is it that yields the above examples? 

It is The Mindset caused by The Environment to prosper through dominion of whatever over our neighbour.  It is this present worldly 
mindset to “look after Number One” (ourselves first) and our neighbours come distinct second, being a mindset of self-indulgency 
nurtured from birth that yields selfishness (naturally flowering in our presently worldly focussed leaders) which is witnessed within 
many people from the lowest to the highest within society. 
The Bible teaches us that this is a worldly mindset which must be removed if we as individuals are to ultimately survive. 

But how do we get from a worldly mindset that shall result in death, to a mindset that results in life? 
This is where we come to True Christianity being The Christianity as taught by the 1st Century Christians leading to their martyrdom 
caused by worldly leaders who detested what was taught because it exposed the leaders’ hypocrisy (Matt.23v13, 14, 15, 23, 25, 27, 29,  
Luke.11v44, etc). 
Likewise through the ages since – The Established Religious Authorities persecuted and killed those specific individuals (just as Jesus 
forewarned – John.16v1-4) who detested their dominion and authority scrutinised by The Word of God accurately taught.  And thus 
just as The Scribes and Pharisees used The State (Roman) then – worldly religious leaders use The State’s machinery to suppress The 
Word of God being accurately taught, – but only allow what is ‘pleasing to The Ear’ to be taught (2Tim.4v3-4) so that their authority 
remains unchallenged by The Word of God being correctly exposed to The Crowd. 
The point being of The Religion:- 

Has it caused reform within The Mind away from The Methodology of the present prevailing environment – or does the 
proponent remain bereft of mental reform and thus remain attached to The World? 

And further:- 
Does The Religion bring benefit to The Leader or moreover, bring greater benefit to the recipients? 

And finally:- 
How does The Religion bring benefit to all members of humanity (even those who existed before The Religion surfaced in 
The World – and those persons living outside its capture range) in The Most  Righteous/Equitable/Just  manner? 

Sadly all worldly religions fall into a heap of unrighteous chaos when carefully analysed, especially for those persons who are outside 
‘The Religion’ (of whatever) – especially those individuals who existed before ‘The Religion’ (of whatever) existed on this planet, and 
moreover to those persons who were children when they died or those who are mentally incapacitated – being unable to fully ‘believe’ 
in a manner as stipulated by the proponents of such whatever worldly religion. 
Likewise worldly Christianity as taught by our worldly Christian scholars sourced by worldly academia (Matt.23v15) collapses into a 
heap of unrighteous nonsense when very carefully analysed. 
I wince and shudder when I hear our highest acclaimed worldly Christian  scholars/leaders  making scriptural errors in just about every 
other sentence they utter – as soon as they depart from directly quoting a Bible!  These leaders have not the faintest idea what The 
Gospel really means in practice and how The Almighty God’s Most Righteous Plan is being presently executed – as I demonstrate by 
drilling down through their reasoning – as given in many places elsewhere on this website  www.FutureLife.Org .  
The Bible specifically tells us (in several places):   

These religious representatives “choose not to understand”, “rather be ignorant” because otherwise it would cramp their lifestyle – 
they have made their home in the present world and are not imitating Abraham as a sojourner in a land that will become his 
inheritance (this phrase is absolutely not understood by our worldly Christian leaders – see this website for the  true/correct  
explanation) – and thus presently they cannot be his sons (John.8v37-59). 

I apologise for my rant, letting off the ‘steam’ created by my frustration caused by the observations of their demonstrable sheer 
incompetence – these specific leaders could become like Nicodemus (John.3v1-21) to learn how to reform and thus leave The 
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Methodology of this present world – but they rather remain part of the present Methodology sourced by The Environment that they 
gained from their natural birth. 
The point I come on to make is that:- 

Just because these messengers are faulty – then it does not necessarily infer The Source of The Message is faulty! 
What is never explained:- 

The Almighty God (during the 1st part of our life) is presently searching out faithful messengers through the various epochs of 
‘Israel’ (the 1st Epoch being The Jews under the old covenant, then the 2nd Epoch being The Christian Nation under the new 
covenant) and generally both nations behaved just like each other.  However we have the two remnants that have (the prophets of 
old Israel) and are returning (the 144000 true Christians/’martyrs’ of New Israel) back to The Lord as prophesied by Isaiah (10v20-
23) and explained by Jesus (John.10v3, 16) as two flocks coming together in The Millennium – where Jesus Christ shall be “The 
Lord of The Sabbath” being the 7th Day of 1000 years. This is all as prophesied and never explained by our errant worldly 
Christian leaders (because they just do not understand it – having a mindset tied to The World consisting of the present 
environment).  Please read glossary (and elsewhere) on what the word “Israel” precisely means as it is The Key to understanding.  

This is an infinitesimal amount of The True Gospel message as given in The Bible by allegory and prophecy – but is never taught, nor 
explained by worldly Christian leaders – because I can only presume - they just do not believe it!  But rather they teach worldly sound-
bites, which at best are half-truths and at their worse – distinct lies!  All this I carefully explain when I thoroughly untangle their errant 
exegesis on this website. 

So how can they be representing The Almighty God?  –  Whom I call Yahweh! 
“Yahweh” – Whose Name means:- 

“I make become  who/what  I choose to become!” 
That simple statement is the most profound utterance that can be made within the human language! 

And did the reader know that Yahweh (Jehovah) means:  “I make become who/what I choose to become”! 
If not – then why not? 

What has His self-appointed representatives been teaching their flocks over the millions of collective man-hours? 
Because that surely is the starting point – to know The Name and its meaning of The One they purport to worship! 
And further these individuals apparently do not know what real “worship” means – again this word “worship” is never taught nor 
practised correctly by these ‘self-appointed’ leaders! 
Therefore these leaders are utterly delinquent! 

The question must be personally asked of The Reader:- 
Would they go to The Bakers if they want their car repaired? 
Or would they go to a plumber if they wanted bricks to be laid? 

The point is that these trades have professional testability on what they deliver to The Customer, upon which they can be marked and 
accurately assessed upon what they deliver. 

But what of the religious ‘customer’ – to whom do they go if they seek The Almighty God? 
Sadly these duped ‘customers’ who are sincere in attaining Yahweh (to be fulfilling His Desire) are being ‘ripped-off’ by all the 
various worldly seeking religious leaders of The World milking their ‘clientele’ for whatever they can get out of them in the pretence 
they are offering a pathway to The Almighty God!  The religious leaders present themselves as being The Gateway to Yahweh – but 
instead they become an impediment for these sincere humans to actually stop ardent devotees from reaching Yahweh (Matt.23v13, 23) 
and His Rest (Heb. chapters 5-6 see local commentary on this website www.FutureLife.Org  – because the supporting exegesis is 
completely unknown elsewhere). 
And this is my point – ‘The Religion’ practiced is false because it has not made the correct reform within the practitioner’s mind – they 
still operate according to the old worldly methodology and not according to The Extraterrestrial Methodology sourced by The Word of 
God (where Jesus Christ  was/is  The Word of God – being His mouthpiece)!  Because as we are clearly told:- 

“Not all who calling me Lord will enter The Kingdom of the heavens – but only those who do the will of The Father”  and many 
will be rejected (Matt.7v21-23) . 

Thus we must ask ourselves:- 
Do our religious leaders actually know what they are supposed to be doing?   
- If they were to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 

Their actions through the ages (and nothing has changed now) show them to be ignorant of this knowledge! 
I yearn for the supposedly greatest acclaimed worldly scholars to contend with me (metaphorically just as Ahab’s representatives 
contended with Elijah - 1Kings.18v21-38), not so that I might to personally gloat over their present ridiculous exegesis, but rather so I 
might use The Bible to guide them around to start fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
Because if a repeated murderer could reform to become one of the greatest apostles (Saul to Paul) then surely it is equally possible for 
our worldly Christian leaders to reform once they have been shown the accurate explanation of God’s Word rather than the 1800 years 
of historical mythical nonsense presently taught in their seminaries! 

Where it is The Blind (teachers) leading the blind (trainee acolytes) and they both fall into The Ditch (Luke.8v39)! 
So how does this answer The Title? 

“Why are we living?” 
Firstly:- 

Because Yahweh speaking to Jesus Christ (= JC) suggested:   Let Us (plural) create mankind  (Gen.1v26). 
We as humans then became The Culmination to The “World” (= “Kosmos”, StrongsTM  2889  = “Adornment/Decoration” = “all 
life” on this planet) and JC becomes “the specific god” of his creation (see later and citation at the end of this document). 
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We are also told in The Bible, Yahweh discussed with JC before the creation of mankind that his creation would fail; and that JC 
would be required to step-in as a ransom sacrifice to righteously redeem us to everlasting life those individuals of that specific creation 
who ultimately chose to precisely imitate The Entity (JC) giving The Ransom Sacrifice.  But during this period Yahweh would be able 
to achieve a further 144000 future sons of God who are to sit alongside JC during the final sifting of the 3rd Epoch of “Israel” (as told to 
Paul on his journey to Damascus, deliberately only partially retold at 2Cor.12v1-5).  We are further told these individuals were 
foreknown by Yahweh (but not JC), and The Prophets searched for this mystery, but they could not find (by not being partakers to) the 
solution (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, Eph.3v4-6, 1Pet.1v10-12– however the proven 144000 True Christians personally solve The 
Mystery – because The Mystery of God solved is quite simply stated :  

“To precisely imitate Jesus Christ (in lifestyle and accurate ministry).” 
This is all part of The Gospel News but is never taught by our worldly Christian leaders because quite simply they do not believe what 
is given in The Bible – else surely - they would teach it and adhere to what The Bible teaches! 

They just simply state (I quote): “It is a mystery of God – we are not given to know!” 
Which precisely explains why they are not given to know - because they do not represent Yahweh’ interests! 
JC teaches us that The Disciples are “given to know” (Luke.13v10-13) provided they search for The Most Precious Word of God and 
imbue it (Heb.5v12-14), so that they might  carefully/accurately  explain The Word of God to The World thus bring to the end of this 
present worldly Methodology (of practiced self-indulgency) and the commencement of The Millennium might begin (Matt.24v14). 
We are also clearly told in The Bible that through JC’s ministry and ransom sacrifice, he has opened up what now becomes a “2 part 
life” for all of his creation of mankind and not just part of it (as we are falsely taught by worldly religious leaders to support their 
obviously errant teaching – “you are only saved by belonging to ‘our’ group” for the worldly gain this brings to the leaders of that 
specific grouping giving out this lie). 
This “2 part life” was a freely given gift to all members irrespective of what they believe or presently do (1John.2v2).  Thus it becomes 
obvious that we do not need our worldly religious leaders – because JC has done everything for us! 
However this righteous/equitable (to Yahweh’s Decree on sin) “2 part life” comes from the following:- 

1. JC’s ministry gives us a two part spiritual life (reforming The Mind away from worldly methodology). 
2. JC’s ransom sacrifice gives us a two part physical life (being the physical frame for [1] to operate within). 

Which in itself becomes The Soul (part 1 and part 2 operating together) which is another thing that worldly religious leaders 
completely muddle-up in their reasoning – they just do not understand it! 
This is all very carefully explained in “2 part life” and “soul” within the glossary on www.FutureLife.Org . 

Again none of this is explained by our worldly Christian leaders – because they just do not believe it (John.6v64)! 
 
Now we are starting to explain The Title. 
We have seen that our Creator being the “ho theos” (= the specific god) of the context (= The World) being us therefore points to JC. 
And that Yahweh is “Ho Theos” (= The Specific God) to JC and also is “Ho Theos” (as The Adopting Father) of:- 

1. The Prophets (elected out of The 1st Epoch Israel = The Jews under The Old Covenant). 
2. The 144000 True Christians (elected out of The 2nd Epoch Israel = The Christian Nation of The New Covenant). 

Paul explains all this in Hebrews.  Also those of (1) are perfected by those of (2) which I carefully and righteously explain  why/how  in 
detailed exegesis elsewhere – all just as The Bible tells us. 
Thus Yahweh is pulling out by election those very specific individuals who precisely fulfil His Desire of them personally (as Paul 
explains by example in Heb. chapter 11).  During The Gospel Age it is JC who as The Word of God knocking at the door desiring to 
sup with specific individuals (Rev.3v20) becomes The Presence (“Parousia”) operating within them – provided the individuals invite 
JC in to metaphorically sup with him.  What this word “Parousia” in relation to “presence” and “coming” really means is thoroughly 
explained in the glossary – again - it is not what our worldly Christian leaders teach us! 
JC gives the talents being The Word of God operating within them kindly according to their ability (Matt.25v15) and it is dependent 
upon their investment made by the individuals during their (1st part physical) life whether they have made interest (being the next 
generation of True Christians) as the 5 and 2 stewards had done, or hidden The Word of God from The World (Matt.25v14-30, 
Luke.19v12-27) as did the 1 talent person in the parable being representative of our worldly Christian leaders living according to 
worldly methodology. 
We are told that Yahweh judges the inside of a human, of which mankind from outside cannot see (1Sam.16v7) and thus it is Yahweh 
Who chooses those specific individuals from the 1st part of their physical life who have reformed their mindset based upon The 
Ministry given by JC as they entered the 2nd part of their spiritual life (please see “2 part life” in glossary). 
These specific individuals have reformed their mindset away from The Environment of The World (being The Methodology of the 1st 
part of their life), entered the 2nd part of their spiritual life to be precisely imitating JC in accurately proclaiming The Word of God to 
The World by both Word and Deed – thus demonstrating their “purity/holiness” (= “separate from this world of sin” = being separate 
from The Methodology gained out of the present ‘local’ environment, operating globally within the present world). 
These individuals are not as worldly humans judge them to be (also we are instructed not to judge our ‘brethren’ – either negatively or 
positively) – and thus they are not the worldly created ‘saints’ through the worldly efforts of  beatification/canonisation  given by 
humans (presuming themselves to replace Yahweh’s position) so that there might be more idols upon which to milk their devotees!  
This practice is an absolute anathema to Yahweh – everything on this subject in The Bible condemns such practices by these worldly 
Christian leaders opening The Inviting Wide Gate to destruction (Matt.7v13-14) upon which these leaders feed like (ravenous) wolves 
(Matt.7v15)! 

We are now in full swing to be answering the title. 
JC gave absolutely all humans who have existed, what is to become a two part spiritual life and a two physical life as I explained earlier 
(please also see “2 part life” in glossary).  Being that JC has righteously enabled Yahweh (“Who makes become to be who/what He 
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chooses to occur”) to cause a resurrection for every human into the 2nd part of their life – which might last for an eternity (in a perfected 
DNA body – where the present junk DNA of the human genome shall be reformed back to become the system support structure to turn-
off cancerous cells, repair shortening telomeres, etc, etc).  Or this 2nd part of their life may be curtailed if these specific individuals 
freely choose not reform in The New System that operates under The Extraterrestrial Methodology brought to The World by JC is not 
personally implemented. 
But the crux of my argument is that JC requires close assistants to become rulers (= leaders) alongside him – to lead The Resurrected 
World unto reform into the 2nd part of their spiritual life when in the 2nd part for their physical life. 

Who are these future leaders? 
These future leaders must be utterly proven to be demonstrably entirely worthy of this position. 
These persons must be operating under precisely the same mindset as that demonstrated by JC. 
As The Bible teaches us – they are at one with JC as he is at one with Yahweh (John.14v20, 17v21). 
The Bible also teaches us that these persons are presently hated by The World (John.15v17-19), where The World is represented by The 
Leaders of the present world (pulling its strings) whose hypocrisy of operating according to the existing Environmental standards has 
been exposed to The Crowd knowing only the present environment. 
The Bible teaches us that these future leaders shall be judging The World (1Cor.6v1-3) during its future harvest (Matt.13v24-44, etc) 
and thus they must be able intrinsically (without a second thought) to behave in the precisely same manner as JC demonstrated. 
JC and the apostles taught us in many places to become humble, operate in humility – to be always taking the lowly position in the 
present worldly system – where we are told in many places (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc) The Least/Last now 
shall become The Most/First (in The Millennium) and by contrast, the Most/First now (in this present world) shall become The 
Least/Last (in The Millennium). Please see local commentaries on this website for new understanding on all these verses quoted. 
This knowledge clearly teaches us that the present leaders of this worldly system (which shall be brought to a close as we are told in 
2Pet.3v10-12) cannot be the rulers of The New World Order under JC’s Rule because they have developed a deviant mindset to 
succeed within a deviant world which is to pass away (implode). But rather it is The Prophets and the 144000 True Christians who 
presently consistently take the lowly position in The World today - take nothing from The World, but give their life in utter sacrifice – 
as Paul says they become as the scum of the earth (1Cor.4v13) in the eyes of the present leaders. 
The sole difference between The Leaders assuming their positions in the present world and The Leaders of The Future World to teach 
righteousness to The Resurrected World is that personal development of mindset, being their intrinsic methodology of thinking. 
The present leaders have a mindset driven by the present environment that they desire to work within, while the leaders of the future 
world have a mindset reformed by The Ministry of JC to have the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits which is separate from 
this present world of sin” (which by definition = “The Holy Spirit” [contrary to what we are errantly told by sects of evangelicals/etc]) 
as that demonstrated by JC, sourced by Yahweh.  As The Bible teaches us: ‘It is The Kingdom of God operating within their mind’ 
means they are presently “sojourning” in this physical world, but living for The Expectation of The Millennium being of their future 
land where their present mindset will be ruling over the whole world – to be setting The Righteous Example – and in this manner they 
are imitating their father Abraham. Hence these individuals have entered the 2nd part of their spiritual life (based upon The Ministry of 
JC = The Word of God) while still in the 1st part of their physical life. 
That is specifically why the present leaders operating under the present worldly methodology must take a lowly position in the 2nd part 
of their physical life (in The Millennium) so as to have an opportunity to righteously reform into the 2nd part of their spiritual life to 
achieve the possibility of everlasting life in their 2nd part physical body. 
Can the reader understand the logic behind this exegesis? –  And it is precisely what The Bible teaches us and is also a major part of 
The Gospel News – which is naturally never taught by our worldly Christian leaders because it teaches against what they presently do 
by both word and deed – and mitigates against what they want out of this present world! 
The crux of this reasoning is that Yahweh is waiting until He is righteously (before all watching entities – and further, in The 
Culmination, – within the minds of all judging humans) to elect His full quota of 144000 True Christians (over the some 2000 years of 
The Gospel Age) who have imbued The Word of God and precisely imitated JC operating with a mindset based upon The New 
Environment given to us by The Word of God. 
Thus we come to another very important conclusion:- 

The reason for our present (now 1st part of our) life (because of what JC did for us) – is that Yahweh is pulling out by election The 
Rulers (from The Christian Nation [within all nations – Gal.3v28, Col.3v11] who personally operate in humility) for the 2nd part of 
our physical life to administer righteous justice in their teaching programs under The New Environment (being what The Bible 
states as a new heaven and a new earth – 2Pet.3v10-13 and please see glossary).  Where “heaven” (singular) means the  
methodology/authority  operating over this planet (presently sourced by Satan) and “earth” means the physical operations occurring 
on this planet (being mankind generally). 
Again none of this is taught correctly – especially when many of our translators cannot even differentiate between singular and 
plural “heaven” in The Bible – as given in their translations, and thus completely loose the sense of what is being conveyed. Please 
read the most accurate amplified English translation and supportive commentary on this planet as given on this website 
www.FutureLife.Org  where this differentiation and also the correct translation of “ho theos” is made public. 

JC taught us that these future leaders will be the two flocks (The Prophets of the 1st Epoch Israel and The True Christians of the 2nd 
Epoch ‘Israel’) coming together in The Lord’s Day (of 1000 years – 2Pet.3v8) represented by the 24 (12+12 heads of the Two 
Covenants) elders spoken about in The Bible (Rev.4v10-11, 5v8).  The Bible teaches us that JC becomes/is The Morning Star 
(Rev.2v28, 22v16) being that this is the first thing seen (ministry + 1st 2nd C) before The Day of The Lord commences, where JC 
becomes The Lord of The Sabbath (Mark.2v28, Luke.6v5),  which is the 7th Day, where in Hebrew “7” comes from the same root as 
“completeness/perfection”  (StrongsTM 7650/1 = “shaba/sheba) – where JC will “complete in perfection” “The Acceptable Year of The 
Lord” (Luke.4v16-21),  being what is The Sowing/Growth/Harvest  of humans in ‘The One metaphorical Year’ of the individual’s ‘2 
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part life’) where completeness and perfecting of  righteousness/equality  is “acceptable” to The Righteous/Equitable Yahweh.  Which is 
precisely why “The Sabbath was made for mankind” – being to  purify/perfect/complete  the individuals of mankind unto Yahweh’s 
required righteousness (Mark.2v27). 
This is more of The Gospel News which is never taught by those leaders presently claiming to represent Yahweh, because quite simply 
at this present time they just do not understand it – else surely they would be teaching it! 
The reason for this website www.FutureLife.Org through its 2+ million word exegesis is to carefully explain The Word of God to The 
Whole World, just as The Apostle Paul was doing to all receptive humans during his lifetime so that all humans might have the 
opportunity to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and ideally to become a future son of God as one of these future leaders of The New 
Methodology sourced by The New Environment in The Millennium. 
I could go on and on and on explaining the scriptures in this essay by pulling all the verses together to fully unfold Yahweh’s Most 
Logical and Righteous Plan for human salvation meticulously executed through eons of time.  Please read this website where all this is 
thoroughly explained without error (a bold, but very accurate claim – I invite all the highest worldly acclaimed religious scholars to 
contest so that I might publically expose their wanton exegesis by directly quoting The Bible in its original language directly translated 
back to them). 

What does The Bible teach? 
Is it what most of our worldly Christian leaders teach us? 

Sadly – absolutely not! 
In principal they teach and behave in precisely the same manner as most of the other religious leaders in The World within their 
communities – there is no real difference (in principal between these religions) in the teaching of “love” (see glossary and elsewhere on 
what this word really means in its four forms and further sub-groups), that God desires us to be sacrificing ourselves from The World, 
and what we should be doing for others – often condemning others (apostates of whatever) to ‘hell’, - so what is intrinsically different? 
This morning (18/Nov/10) on The Radio I heard The Dean of Kings College Chapel, Cambridge (so he should know of what he is 
speaking) but he gave just the same worldly message as would a Sikh, Muslim, Hindu, etc scholar – being nothing intrinsically specific 
to The Gospel as taught by JC and his disciples – because quite simply he does not know what it is – and thus repeats the same mantra 
as does any other worldly focussed religious leader – given for the ‘worldly expecting ear’ - what becomes such a shallow message! 
In principal worldly Christian leaders just swap “JC” in the place of “Mohammad” for example, being a person ‘sacrificing their life for 
a cause’, and when they try to explain who JC was – they get that wrong – because they do not understand about what they are 
supposed to be teaching – so they can only get it wrong! 
In fact many worldly Christian leaders support what I have just attested, because they state:  

“God is the same in all religions – just that different facets of God are made manifest!”   
Just the typical misinformation of which I warn in just so many places on my website. 

However True Christianity as taught by JC, the apostles and the 1st century Christians (to their martyrdom exercised by the leaders 
of the day) and as we all will discover in the 2nd part of our physical life (when The Absolute Truth is taught throughout The Earth 
by future leaders worthy of that position) is utterly alien to what we are being presently taught by our present worldly religious 
leaders (to include worldly Christian leaders).  Our present worldly religions all have a smattering of the common lures pasted over 
a central rotten core of unrighteousness to The Fulfilment Yahweh’s Desire for mankind in The Gospel Age.  Please see 
“Yahweh’s Desire” and “Satan’s Desire” in glossary to clearly understand what is precisely occurring in The World at the present – 
explained in the most logical manner for everyone’s understanding. 

Also another common denominator of worldly religious teaching given as a semblance to be pleasing “God” – we are taught to involve 
ourselves in politics (in ‘the pretence’ to make ‘The World a better place’ – but witness the last 6000 years to show how false is that 
statement)! 
Absolutely contrary to what we are told by our worldly Christian leaders – The Bible instructs us in several places to avoid politics.  
We are specifically told in several places:  

‘We are not to meddle in other people’s affairs’! 
If politics is not meddling in other people’s affairs – then I do not know what is! 

There are very many reasons why we are not to partake in politics (if we are to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire):- 
Just a few reasons given here:- 

1. There are too few people accurately  preaching/teaching  The Word of God – so God requires those who do, to spend all 
their time doing it (Luke.10v2)! 
I have heard it said many times that people become too busy in perpetuating ‘The Organisation’, and thus they have no 
time for accurately  preaching/teaching  the Word of God!   The Organisation becomes greater than the mission JC set for 
his True Christians (= TCs)! 
(See Acts 6v1-5 that explains precisely this principle of not having enough time to preach The Word of God because of 
‘worldly’ matters). 
A good example demonstrating the political aspect of what I am trying to say: 

‘The government Minister for Transport cannot also be a bus driver (= effecting things at ground level) at the same 
time’! 

Therefore those who are the leaders cannot at the same time be personally affecting things at ground level at a one to one 
level in this world. Yahweh instructs us to operate at a one to one level to bring the recipients of the ministry up to the 
same level as ourselves – to be replacing us. Thus this is to become a chain reaction of bringing-on the next generation of 
TCs to Yahweh.  What we are not instructed to do is to keep our recipient ignorant of what Yahweh Desires of them (see 
all of Luke chapt.16) – else we are not being TCs ourselves because we are not imitating JC nor The Apostles! 
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Presumably, this logical reasoning is not understood by our religious leaders – who must be ‘in it for The World’ and not 
‘in it for The Millennium’ (because the former is of greater interest than the latter). 

2. A baby (= immature Christian) in the faith may initially have differing political/worldly views to the TC.  This will 
become the talking point or worse, worldly opinions would possibly cause the preaching work to cease because of the 
conflict in worldly views between the two persons (see Paul’s comment at 1Cor.9v20 – which does not mean he changes 
his message – as falsely claimed by a worldly religious Christian academic in his television program). 

3. Paul also tells us, that we must abide by all the rules of the secular state (provided they do not directly contravene the Ten 
Commandments) and also respect our masters so that “it goes well with you” (= to be uninhibited in the preaching work). 
Being political often means you promote your opinions through some form of rebellion (“opposition”, demonstrations, etc) 
– this goes directly against what Paul tells us. Further by being part of a rebellion means you may become a legitimate 
target for the state authorities – that will automatically inhibit your preaching work. 
This is precisely what Satan desires, because it creates friction then strife and finally enmity, leading to pain and suffering, 
against perhaps innocents!  Is this then a True Christian (= TC) action? 

4. JC said he is not of this world (John.18v36) and likewise we too are not of this world (John.15v18-21) – his world is in the 
future (John.18v36). We are told within The Bible, this starts in The Millennium. Further The Bible has told us through its 
explanations that it has not yet started! 

5. When the crowds tried to make JC king (John.6v15), he withdrew quickly away from them – he was not to become a 
present-day worldly leader. 

6. This is Satan’s world at present (John.14v30) – he is unlikely to allow things to change (we have had 6000 years to 
demonstrate that no form of  government/authority  in the whole world has produced real agapao love (= driven by The 
Mind to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) and justice to all members of its society under any worldly administration! 

7. It is well known by all persons that so much ‘back-scratching’ occurs in political parties – that will militate against the 
flourishing of love (to edify those of whom promises have been made upon) and justice. 

8. The love and justice that a TC would try to instil within a political party would immediately be vetoed, as being far too 
unpleasant for those around (as they say: “You must have a thick skin to be in politics”)! 

9. Outside interests ‘grease the wheels’ of politics to ensure things flow their way – to flow their way means the practice of 
self-indulgent activity which equates to worldly methodology being an anathema to Yahweh. 

10. Political parties are always trying to have ‘one-upmanship’ over the other (an “opposition party”); – does this really sound 
like The Gospel message? 

11. Politics incorporates ‘the art of negotiation’ where negotiation requires bargaining/trading. From a worldly position it is 
always better to ‘negotiate’ from a position of strength rather than weakness (where the preparation is done behind closed 
doors). This methodology is contrary to what The Bible teaches (John.18v20).  The Bible teaches us not to gain the upper 
hand but rather operate in humility (Matt.18v4, 1Pet.5v6, etc)!   
Do our scholars understand why this is a requirement for the leaders in The Millennium and precisely why our present 
leaders who operate with the wrong mindset are ill-equipped to lead in The Millennium? 
I explain precisely why this worldly developed mindset forbids leadership in The Millennium later! 

12. Solomon taught us in Eccl.8v9 that ‘man has dominated man to his hurt’ and will always be so under the present worldly 
methodology (as we witness globally and throughout history).  

13. Consequently I would not want to be associated with worldly partisan politics (Yahweh teaches us not to be partisan – JC 
was acclaimed as not being a respecter of persons Mark.12v14) – thus I personally find it so distasteful after what I know 
from what The Bible so kindly teaches us! 

14. We are told that the whole world lies in the power of the wicked one (Gal.1v4, Eph.6v12, etc), and nothing will change 
until it is Yahweh through JCg who makes JCg’s enemies as his footstool (Psm.110v1 quoted by JC on numerous 
occasions).  This has not yet occurred as we witness throughout present society! 

15. The whole point is that the TC is to accurately preach The Word to bring in new members into ‘The Body of JC’. But if 
during this, a possible spin-off is that others not believing the content behind the message will none-the-less appreciate the 
sincerity of the message, and so perhaps influence their future actions in The World – that ‘may’ lead to some positive 
reform in a political sense (based upon the neutrality of the original sourced material). 

Because the mind of these specific individuals are always operating to ‘get-one-over- the-other’ (using any tool at their disposal) 
enabling them to climb upwards to be successful in this world (using its methodology), means they educate their mind to behave in a 
manner alien to that taught by JC – which is precisely why a leader in this world cannot become a leader in Yahweh’s Future World 
operating under JC’s full power and rule – their mind is focussed on the present world – the future world has no meaning for the leaders 
of today (they are motivated by what they can get now based upon the delusion of which they might passionately believe: “they are 
serving us”). 

Why is it, that a worldly developed mindset to negotiate from a position of superiority shall preclude these persons from 
position of sonship in The Millennium? 

It must be clearly understood that the leaders of The Millennium (= The sons of God + The Prophets) will not be negotiating with 
any entity.  They certainly have demonstrated absolute humility in the 1st part of their physical life, and thus will not be negotiating 
with Yahweh – like faithful sons they will be utterly obedient to their adopting Father (Yahweh).  But equally they will not be 
negotiating with the resurrected ‘sons of Man’, but rather they will be laying down The Law during their righteous teaching 
ensuring that humans must fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to prosper in this wonderful environment (for those who mutually desire to edify 
their neighbour).  Rebellious humans who repeatedly refuse to reform their self-indulgent (= selfish) lifestyle will face The 2nd 
Death of Annihilation (being the end of their 2 part life).   
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These future sons of God having demonstrated utter humility to Yahweh (during the 1st part of their physical life) will be 
authorised by Yahweh (during the 2nd part of their physical life) to operate with the unlimited power of Yahweh’s Holy Spirit (see 
accurate definition of what this really means in glossary – it is absolutely not what our errant  Evangelicals/Pentecostals  teach – 
and neither is “Born Again” – see glossary).   
It is only those persons who have demonstrated utter  humility/humbleness  to The Word of God (accurately explained) are the 
very specific individuals who can be  {trusted to use}/{be representative of}  Yahweh’s full power – being “Yahweh’s Desire made 
manifest within The Environment which is separate from this present world of sin” (= the “Holy Spirit”).  These individuals are 
absolutely not our present worldly leaders! 

Thus we can reason that true canvassing is not for political worldly parties (having a mindset of The World) but rather we who are 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire operating with a mindset of The Kingdom of Heaven within us, drives us to be canvassing for The 
Millennium by words and deed that truly fulfils Yahweh’s Desire. 
Voting in this world for worldly political parties operating with worldly mindset (as we all have witnessed through broken promises – 
but having served themselves) shows theirs and our personal interest within this world and its operations – and thus this action 
intrinsically supports its machinations. – But we driven by The Kingdom of God operating within us will not be voting within this 
world and therefore we promote Yahweh’s Word of The Millennium and The Methodology which shall operate within it demonstrably 
shows that we vote for Yahweh and not Satan (who is presently the god of this world – being its methodology covering it). 

 
Now let us please reason further. 

Because we have reasoned that our political and religious leaders climb up through society for what The Crowd returns upon the given 
promises (destined to failure), then does this mean we rebel against these leaders and thus actively replace them by whatever method 
available (in the pretence we can make The World a better place)? 

Absolutely not! 
JC stated of the Pharisee leaders:- 

Do what they say - but not what they do! 
JC stated of the Galileans who rebelled and had their blood served up to the Roman Gods (Luke.13v1-5):- 

They were wrong and if they behaved like that in the 2nd part of their life they shall be annihilated. 
Paul stated that:- 

We must be obedient to the leaders so that it might go well with us (inasmuch we shall not be persecuted because of any 
worldly involvement – but only by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 

JC stated of Pilate that he was allowed to be in that position of power by Yahweh (John.19v11). 
Likewise Paul also stated that our leaders were allowed to be in power by Yahweh and if we go against these leaders then we are 
working against Yahweh’s allowed establishment.  However, it absolutely does not mean Yahweh agrees with what is done by these 
worldly focussed leaders – but merely during their self-seeking - Yahweh exposes their inadequacies to be fully revealed in The 
Millennium (Luke.12v3, etc). 
Paul speaks of servants honouring their masters (irrespective of how the masters behave).  
And there are many more examples I could give to fully support this reasoning. 
Thus we:- 

1. Must respect The Office held by these individuals – being its position of authority. 
2. Fulfil what is asked of us (provided it does not contravene what Yahweh teaches us), we must not rebel. 
3. In this manner we respect Yahweh’s allowed positional hierarchy all the way up to His position. 
4. Will never know the full facts upon which to make the correct decision – thus we would operate in error. 
5. Remain utterly neutral in worldly affairs – being seen to be unblemished and not partisan. 

And therefore:- 
1. The leaders have no reason to fear us because we are not ‘working the world’ through demonstrations/rebellion/{civil 

disobedience}/etc/etc  to threaten their position. 
2. The members within The Crowd who obey their leaders, demonstrably show these individuals within The Crowd to be 

blameless – but The Leaders then become  responsible/culpable  to Yahweh for what is done (especially if they self-claim to 
represent Yahweh). 

3. The Least/Last (being True Christians) of this present world offering  humility/respect  during the 1st part of their physical life, 
then The Resurrected World during their rehabilitation within The Millennium shall have no qualms to be offering  
humility/respect  to these new leaders by return in the 2nd part of their physical life. 

4. The future leaders will automatically respect Yahweh’s position as their Father and fully obey Him when they teach The 
Resurrected World righteousness according to Yahweh’s Decree, because they have freely trained themselves to be utterly 
respectful of the leaders during the 1st part of their physical life. 

And further:- 
1. The World is allowed to find its own way unto its final implosion – freely led by those who (errantly) think they know best – 

because quite simply unless they are allowed to show their incompetence – then they would otherwise always claim they 
‘could have personally solved’ The World’s problems – if given enough time! 

2. Those True Christians who are demonstrably neutral in this collapsing world are obviously ‘therefore demonstrably’  
blameless/innocent  in its ultimate collapse (especially if they have been canvassing for the future ultimately successful World 
of The Millennium)! 
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3. The True Christian has a mind that has become reformed from out of this world’s methodology and become at one/same  
mindset as that which operated within JC (sourced by an extraterrestrial methodology originating from Yahweh) and thus 
worthy to become a fellow brother to JC in The Millennium and adopted son of Yahweh. 

And moreover we can logically reason:- 
It must be clearly understood that The New Testament is not speaking of two groups of people namely Christians and non-Christians 
(as we are falsely taught by our worldly Christian leaders) – but rather of three groupings of people. Actually four groupings of people, 
but the fourth is a subgroup of Group 2 below – I explain all this carefully elsewhere – see “2 part life” in glossary as one of many 
places. 
The New Testament in its entirety really only speaks of two groupings and occasionally throws in the third grouping. 
The reason for this is that to fulfil Yahweh's Desire – then The Absolute Goal, being The Bull’s-Eye of The Target, must be clearly 
specified so that all humans might know to what they must aim towards. There is no point in setting a low standard because Yahweh's 
Desire could thus never be fulfilled in a perfectly righteous manner! 

So what are these two major groupings and the third (occasionally thrown in)? 
Group 1 comprises of individuals who actively aim to reach The Goal of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire during the 1st part of their life.  
This is the ideal grouping – being those specific individuals who are imitating JC to become the 144000 True Christians – starting with 
The Apostles. 
Group 2 are those individuals who claim to be (perhaps even the most ‘fervent’) Christians, but have been deluded by the religious 
(worldly) spiel given by their religious leaders, fed (‘wonderful’) sound-bites to excite the deluded mind that they are worshiping God 
and He loves them as His adopted children.  Quite simply (irrespective of what our worldly Christian leaders would obviously state to 
the contrary) Yahweh has closed His ears to them – they have become (to varying degrees) as bastard children (Heb.12v8) only because 
of their rejection by Yahweh to become part of the future 144000  selected/elected/chosen  sons of God. 

And the number of these people?   Quite simply it is The Christian Nation of some 2000 years less 144000!  
Group 3 are all non-Christians (= The rest of The World) who are barely mentioned in The New Testament (because they are 
automatically righteously covered, without exception, by the safety net of The Millennium). 
It must be clearly understood that the groups 2 and 3 are only rejected from the position to become future sons of God, most individuals 
within these two groupings are not intrinsically evil – but rather they are just not sufficiently motivated (to varying degrees) to 
precisely imitate JC’s most exacting  ministry/lifestyle.  
But the members of these two groupings are not going to be annihilated (as obviously errant worldly Christian leaders hypocritically 
state of those individuals in group 3), but rather they all have the safety net of The Millennium (being covered by JC’s 2 part spiritual 
and physical gift given to all humans without favour) in which humans will have an opportunity to reform within a perfect society in 
The Millennium without war, murder, bullying, starvation, disease, fraud, crime, selfishness, phish, spam, locks, keys, passwords, 
machination, malicious gossip, etc, etc, etc.   

Do you wish to be part of that society?  –  If you do, then you will succeed unto eternal life after The Millennium. 
But it is the mindset of The Kingdom of God within those individuals today operating under that new methodology by precisely 
imitating JC’s Lifestyle that drives them to be physically imitating JC’s Ministry by both word and deed. This reformed (from the 
present world) mindset to be sacrificing their life from the indulgence that this world gives to them by accurately teaching of this new 
world of The Millennium (for no present worldly return of whatever except abuse from those persons who feel their present worldly 
lifestyle is threatened by The Word of God accurately taught and demonstrated) and how we are to entirely reform our lifestyle who 
shall be successful in becoming a future sons of God on par with JC.  

It is only these specific individuals who will stand alongside JCg as a future son of God in The Millennium as The Future 
World’s new leaders “deemed entirely worthy” of this position by Yahweh (as judged in “The Special/Greater Judgement” 
– see James.3v1 accurately reasoned – see local commentary). 

But because Yahweh is presently still waiting for His stated number of 144000 (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1,3 given three times to ensure that we 
do not miss the first time it is mentioned – copying the style given at 2Pet.3v7-8) being the elected individuals out of the 2nd Epoch of 
‘Israel’ under The 2nd Covenant (The Christian Nation) then Yahweh is unable to move forward to bring on The Millennium until this 
number is achieved (else He has broken His Word – which is impossible with perfect Yahweh) – where The Bible teaches us it will 
occur when some of these True Christians are still alive (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44). Thus it is a one-off occasion (1st 2nd C – see 
glossary) which has not yet occurred, but will occur within the next decade or few (from the time of writing). 
I must clearly state the number 144000 is absolutely not representative (Bible numbers are never allegories, especially if repeated) of 
The Christian Nation, nor is this number assigned to be Jews becoming Christians during The Gospel Age – both ludicrous assertions 
are made by worldly Christian theologians not understanding God’s Word (but have a bogus ‘axe to grind’ – to further their own 
aims/creditability which is to pamper an ever-larger ‘flock’ upon which to feed). 
Further we can reason that because our worldly Christian leaders are not accurately teaching their flock (rather than JC’s flock) to 
become True Christians in their own right (and likewise the worldly Christian leaders cannot be True Christians) because both 
groupings (the leading and following) are not precisely imitating JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc) to be exhorting their congregations to be 
precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle, then these leaders are delaying the onset of The Millennium (Matt.23v13) by not being able 
to add any people to this trigger threshold of 144000. 
This is a terrible condemnation against the worldly (and worse charlatan) Christian leaders - hence JC’s gentle warning given at 
Luke.16v1-12 (for worldly Christian leaders), and the subsequent more severe warning in the same chapter (hence subject matter) 
which follows at Luke.16v18-30 (for the charlatan Christian leaders imitating Judas Iscariot). 

So what has this very brief (of which I could have easily extended by an order of magnitude) discussion taught us on this subject 
entitled:- 

Why are we living? 
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1. JC desired to create The Culmination (human species) into his “world” (= “all life” on this planet – over eons). 
2. Yahweh established ‘The Mystery of God’, of which 144000 True Christians would ultimately discover and become partakers 

themselves (perhaps William Tyndale as an example personally solved this mystery, along with the apostles). 
3. It was known before the creation of mankind that its members would initially fail – however in Yahweh’s utter righteousness He 

was able to provide a logical and moreover, an equitable route out from annihilation for all humans who had existed (if they so 
choose after being educated in both methodologies - Satan’s first [now] and then Yahweh’s second [in The Millennium]). 

4. Yahweh set The Vehicle of The 1st Covenant (Jews) to yield The Mechanism to enable redemption through JC, where The 
Standard of Works had to be set – enabling JC to be judged righteous upon this first standard laid down by Yahweh on fleshly 
humans. Once JC (as a fleshly human – “son of Man”) had been judged righteous to this standard then he was able to set The 
Standard upon which we might be judged – being The 2nd Covenant based upon The Mind desiring to imitate The Standard (set by 
The Redeemer which made him successful Matt.5v17) rather than works.  This is explained much more deeply through logical 
exegesis elsewhere on my website which should be read to fully understand what is righteously occurring here – it is absolutely not 
as we are taught by our worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  to their error. 

5. JC by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  enabled/inaugurated  The 2nd Covenant (The Christian Nation) to yield 144000 future sons of 
God who personally reform absolutely away from this present worldly methodology and they precisely imitate JC by sacrificing 
their life (as commanded at Matt.24v14) to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire, just as did JC (Mark.1v36). 

6. All this enables The Millennium to occur - because humans have now been given a 2 part spiritual and a 2 part physical life 
through what JC did for his creation, in which they might come around to imitate the methodology of JC (being The Redeemer) 
when they have been educated by experience of The Two Environments – the 1st sourced by Satan and the 2nd sourced by Yahweh. 

7. All humans have been allowed to freely follow their own path without intervention by Yahweh so that they might learn from their 
mistakes in the (now none-critical) 1st part of their life – but always having the righteous 2nd part of their life as a safety net.  In this 
manner Yahweh remains demonstrably perfect and unstained within the minds of fallible humans who question why things might 
have occurred in The World during the1st part of their physical life. 

8. The World is presently being allowed to become full (as stated twice in The Bible) so that all members of humanity might 
experience the full expression of humans fulfilling their own desires - sadly for some individuals a more pained experience than 
other individuals in the 1st part of their life. 
But this is The Result of unrestrained sin by those persons with the power to exercise self-indulgency (= selfishness) and thus they 
become personally more greatly accountable – requiring greater reform (by starting lower down the metaphoric ladder) in which to 
climb to The Goal of success during the 2nd part of our physical life in The Millennium. 

9. The Bible tells us as a statement of fact - humans shall be resurrected to life (if they choose to reform) or to annihilation (if they 
refuse to reform over the 1000 year millennial period).  It is just that our errant theologians do not  realise/understand  the 
statements in parenthesis are the over-riders which righteously explains this verse. 

10. The records have been created during the 1st part of our physical life and are to be revealed to all humans (Luke.12v3, etc) upon 
their suitability of position and required reform (for the 2nd part of their physical life) – being ‘The Time of Restitution’ where all 
reconciliation must be made between all parties – if we as individuals are to be successful into The Eternity. 

11. Then as we are told, The Harvest shall take place at the end of The Millennium (Rev.20v7-12) where those individuals who choose 
to reform over their 2 part life to imitate JC’s methodology will enter into Yahweh’s granary. But those individuals who freely 
choose to revert back to The Methodology of  {self-indulgence}/selfishness  to the hurt of their neighbour shall be annihilated. 

12. The successful humans who enter Yahweh’s granary shall have the stigma of This Pariah Planet removed off us, and we shall start 
an intercourse with Yahweh’s Universe and all the other forms of life (presently holding The Earth in quarantine – which is why 
SETI is presently a waste of effort) while they all presently fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for an eternity.  Interestingly, Yahweh The 
Most Intelligent Life Form in The Universe is communicating with us through The Bible – but the absolutely vast majority of 
humans refuse to reciprocate to His communication, by refusing in their lifestyle to precisely imitate JC being “The Word of God”! 

 
I thank the reader for bearing with me through this piece of The Gospel News correctly taught. 

This is precisely what JC taught to his listeners. 
This is precisely why worldly leaders hated JC and the 1st Century Christians. 

Sadly this message has been lost since the 2nd century CE until the last few decades of the 20th/21st century CE. 
And that quite simply also explains:  “Why we are living”  today! 
 
Citation and reference: 
Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics    ISBN: 0-310-21895-0 By Daniel B. Wallace. 
A detailed discussion on “Theos” is given at pages 255 to 270. 
However the discussion skirts around what has been missed for the last 1900 years or so by our Ancient Greek scholars – being that 
“Ho Theeos" means “the specific god” of the context – though touched upon in passing at the bottom of page 267, but was never 
developed – because The Crux of what the apostles were teaching us about JC has been missed! 
Thus the nominative is always “the specific god” of the context and further, the understanding is that the other three cases dative, 
genitive and accusative are absolute pointers to The Almighty God as “The Specific God”. 
This understanding has never been recognised by our scholars – but if this understanding is ‘brought onboard’ within our reasoning and 
understanding - then a 3 dimensional picture jumps out of what was originally a 2 dimensional text – which then yields Yahweh’s Plan 
in the most righteous manner – rather than the unrighteous religious nonsense we are presently taught by many worldly focused 
religious leaders presuming to know – but have an amazing capacity to ‘get it wrong’ often for various self-indulgent reasons! 


